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ABSTRACT
Type Ibn supernovae (SNe) are a small yet intriguing class of explosions whose spectra are charac-
terized by low-velocity helium emission lines with little to no evidence for hydrogen. The prevailing
theory has been that these are the core-collapse explosions of very massive stars embedded in helium-
rich circumstellar material (CSM). We report optical observations of six new SNe Ibn: PTF11rfh,
PTF12ldy, iPTF14aki, iPTF15ul, SN 2015G, and iPTF15akq. This brings the sample size of such
objects in the literature to 22. We also report new data, including a near-infrared spectrum, on the
Type Ibn SN 2015U. In order to characterize the class as a whole, we analyze the photometric and
spectroscopic properties of the full Type Ibn sample. We find that, despite the expectation that CSM
interaction would generate a heterogeneous set of light curves, as seen in SNe IIn, most Type Ibn
light curves are quite similar in shape, declining at rates around 0.1 mag day−1 during the first month
after maximum light, with a few significant exceptions. Early spectra of SNe Ibn come in at least two
varieties, one that shows narrow P Cygni lines and another dominated by broader emission lines, both
around maximum light, which may be an indication of differences in the state of the progenitor system
at the time of explosion. Alternatively, the spectral diversity could arise from viewing-angle effects
or merely from a lack of early spectroscopic coverage. Together, the relative light curve homogeneity
and narrow spectral features suggest that the CSM consists of a spatially confined shell of helium
surrounded by a less dense extended wind.
Subject headings: supernovae: general – supernovae: individual (PTF11rfh, PTF12ldy, iPTF14aki,
iPTF15ul, SN 2015G, iPTF15akq)
1. INTRODUCTION
Supernovae (SNe) strongly interacting with circum-
stellar material (CSM) provide a unique window into
the final evolutionary stages of certain types of massive
(& 8M) stars. For example, observations of CSM inter-
action probe a star’s composition and mass-loss rate im-
mediately prior to its terminal explosion. This can pro-
vide insight into the state of the progenitor star in ways
that are not available for non-interacting supernovae.
Interaction usually manifests itself as narrow emis-
sion lines in spectra of the supernova—broader than
lines from H ii regions in the host galaxy but not as
broad as lines produced in the ejecta—indicative of the
pre-explosion CSM velocity or of the velocity of CSM
accelerated by the interaction. Three major spectral
classes have been identified (see Figure 1). SNe IIn
(Schlegel 1990; Filippenko 1997), the most commonly
observed interacting supernovae, are core-collapse explo-
sions of hydrogen-rich massive stars (SNe II) surrounded
by hydrogen-rich CSM (Chugai 1991). Type Ia-CSM su-
pernovae, though similar in appearance to SNe IIn, are
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Figure 1. Representative spectra of SNe Ibn compared to those
of Type IIn, Type Ib, and Type Ia-CSM supernovae. The upper
panel shows spectra near maximum light, while the lower panel
shows spectra more than one month later. Spectra of SNe 2005cl
and 2005db are from Kiewe et al. (2012). Spectra of SN 2010al are
from Pastorello et al. (2015a). The spectrum of SN 2006jc is from
Pastorello et al. (2007). Spectra of SN 2004gq are from Modjaz
et al. (2014). Spectra of PTF11kx are from Dilday et al. (2012).
thought to be the explosions of white dwarfs (SNe Ia)
that interact with material stripped from a hydrogen-
rich companion (see Silverman et al. 2013, and references
therein). Finally, the Type Ibn classification was first
proposed by Pastorello et al. (2007) to describe several
hydrogen-poor (Type Ib/c) supernovae whose spectra
were dominated by relatively narrow (∼ 2000 km s−1) he-
lium features. A few objects with roughly equal-strength
narrow hydrogen and helium features have been classi-
fied as transitional SNe Ibn/IIn (Pastorello et al. 2008b).
In all these cases, interaction also adds extra luminosity
to the light curves of these events by converting kinetic
energy of the ejected material into radiation, placing in-
teracting supernovae near the boundary of normal super-
novae and the so-called superluminous supernovae (Gal-
Yam 2012).
Of these classes, only Type IIn supernovae have had
direct progenitor detections. The first such case was for
SN 2005gl, which Gal-Yam & Leonard (2009) reported
to be an explosion of a luminous blue variable (LBV)
star, a class of objects known to undergo episodic mass
loss. LBV progenitors were later suggested for Type IIn
SNe 2009ip and 2010jl as well (Smith et al. 2010a,b; Fo-
ley et al. 2011, O. D. Fox et al. 2016, in preparation),
although there is still no consensus that the former was
a genuine supernova. Detections of pre-explosion vari-
ability at the locations of other Type IIn supernovae, in-
dicative of eruptions or outbursts (e.g., Mauerhan et al.
2013; Ofek et al. 2013, 2014), further support this sce-
nario.
SNe Ibn, on the other hand, have only indirect progen-
itor evidence. One popular narrative, first put forward
by Pastorello et al. (2007), is that these supernovae are
the core-collapse explosions of very massive Wolf–Rayet
(WR) stars embedded in helium-rich CSM. WR atmo-
spheres are nearly hydrogen-free, and their strong winds
could eject material at velocities consistent with the
widths of the relatively narrow lines observed in SNe Ibn
(1000–2000 km s−1; see review by Crowther 2007). Al-
ternatively, Type Ibn progenitors could be members of
massive binaries, in which CSM is produced by stripping
material from the envelopes of one or both stars (Foley
et al. 2007). We discuss possible progenitor channels for
SNe Ibn in more detail in Section 6.
The best-studied SN Ibn is SN 2006jc (Foley et al.
2007; Pastorello et al. 2007, 2008a; Immler et al. 2008;
Smith et al. 2008), discovered by Nakano et al. (2006)
in the relatively nearby (z = 0.006) galaxy UGC 4904.
Nakano et al. (2006) noted the detection of an optical
transient at the coordinates of the supernova two years
before the final explosion, as seen in some Type IIn su-
pernovae. This was seen as evidence for unstable mass
loss from a WR progenitor, although no such outbursts
have ever been seen from a known WR star (Pastorello
et al. 2007). Unfortunately, the light curve of SN 2006jc
was already declining at the time of discovery, so we do
not have data from immediately after explosion.
However, not all evidence points to a massive progen-
itor. PS1-12sk, for example, was an SN Ibn with spec-
tra nearly identical to those of SN 2006jc that exploded
in an apparently non-star-forming host (Sanders et al.
2013). Given the extremely low fraction of core-collapse
supernovae that occurs in elliptical galaxies (. 0.2%;
Hakobyan et al. 2012), observing one out of fewer than
two dozen SNe Ibn with an elliptical host is unlikely by
chance, calling into question whether these are truly ex-
plosions of massive stars. Sanders et al. (2013), for ex-
ample, suggest several degenerate progenitor scenarios
for SNe Ibn.
One way to distinguish between the various progeni-
tor scenarios is to obtain a large sample of well-observed
events, both photometrically and spectroscopically. Un-
fortunately, many events, especially those discovered
prior to 2010, do not have well-observed light curves
and spectral series. In the most comprehensive study to
date, Pastorello et al. (2016) point out that the Type Ibn
class, defined by their spectra, include some light curve
outliers. OGLE-2012-SN-006 (hereinafter OGLE12-006),
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Table 1
Discovery Information
Name R.A. Decl. Redshift Off- Disc. Disc. Subclassc Discovery/Classification
(J2000) (J2000) seta Dateb Mag. Referenced
PTF11rfh 22h35m49s.58 −00◦22′26′.′1 0.060 0.9 Dec 08 19.8 emission this work
PTF12ldy 23h45m11s.04 +23◦09′18′.′8 0.106 3.2 Nov 12 19.7 P Cygni this work
iPTF14akie 14h20m41s.73 +03◦16′01′.′3 0.064 2.3 Apr 10 19.9 emission Polshaw et al. (2014)/this work
SN 2015Uf 07h28m53s.87 +33◦49′10′.′6 0.014 6.1 Feb 13 16.4 P Cygni Kumar et al. (2015)/Ochner et al. (2015)
iPTF15ul 12h14m03s.76 +47◦54′03′.′9 0.066 0.4 Mar 10 18.8 ? this work
SN 2015G 20h37m25s.58 +66◦07′11′.′5 0.005 86.7 Mar 23 15.5 P Cygni? Yusa et al. (2015)/Foley et al. (2015)
iPTF15akq 15h03m51s.29 +33◦33′18′.′1 0.109 2.6 Apr 17 20.5 P Cyg.+H this work
SN 1999cq 18h32m07s.10 +37◦36′44′.′3 0.026 5.3 Jun 25 15.8 P Cygni? Modjaz & Li (1999)
SN 2000er 02h24m32s.54 −58◦26′18′.′0 0.031 32.1 Nov 23 15.1 P Cygni Chassagne (2000)
SN 2002ao 14h29m35s.74 −00◦00′55′.′8 0.005 19.9 Jan 25 14.3 P Cygni? Martin et al. (2002)
SN 2005la 12h52m15s.68 +27◦31′52′.′5 0.018 9.5 Nov 30 17.6 P Cyg.+H Quimby & Mondol (2005)
SN 2006jc 09h17m20s.78 +41◦54′32′.′7 0.006 15.5 Oct 09 13.8 emission Nakano et al. (2006)
SN 2010al 08h14m15s.91 +18◦26′18′.′2 0.017 11.5 Mar 13 17.8 P Cygni Rich (2010)
SN 2011hw 22h26m14s.54 +34◦12′59′.′1 0.023 8.0 Nov 18 15.7 emis.+H Dintinjana et al. (2011)
PS1-12sk 08h44m54s.86 +42◦58′16′.′9 0.054 27.0 Mar 11 18.7 emission Sanders et al. (2013)
LSQ12btw 10h10m28s.82 +05◦32′12′.′5 0.058 1.9 Apr 09 19.1 emission Valenti et al. (2012)
OGLE12-006 03h33m34s.79 −74◦23′40′.′1 0.057 · · · Oct 07g 19.0g P Cygni? Wyrzykowski et al. (2012)/Prieto & Morrell (2013)
iPTF13beo 16h12m26s.63 +14◦19′18′.′0 0.091 1.5 May 19 20.9 emission Gorbikov et al. (2014)
LSQ13ccw 21h35m51s.64 −18◦32′52′.′0 0.060 14.7 Sep 04 19.1 emission Kangas et al. (2013)
SN 2014av 09h00m20s.02 +52◦29′28′.′0 0.030 11.1 Apr 19 16.2 ? Ciabattari et al. (2014)
SN 2014bk 13h54m02s.42 +20◦00′24′.′3 0.070 0.3 May 28 17.9 ? Morokuma et al. (2014)
ASASSN-15edh 16h48m25s.16 +50◦59′30′.′7 0.049 5.5 Mar 01 17.1 P Cygni Fernandez et al. (2015)/Noebauer et al. (2015)
ASASSN-14dd 07h45m14s.38 −71◦24′14′.′0 0.018 25.2 Jun 24 15.6 · · · Stanek et al. (2014)/Prieto et al. (2014)
PS15dpni 02h32m59s.75 +18◦38′07′.′0 0.175 · · · Dec 29 20.7 · · · Smith et al. (2015)/Chambers et al. (2015)
SN 2016Q 08h10m19s.86 +19◦26′48′.′2 0.103 28.8 Jan 07 20.4 · · · Hounsell et al. (2016)
Note. — The table is separated into three groups: supernovae with new data reported here (top), supernovae from the lit-
erature used in the sample analysis below (middle), and supernovae classified as Type Ibn but not included in our analysis (bot-
tom).
a Radial offset from the center of the host galaxy, in arcseconds.
b Month and UTC day the supernova was discovered. The year is included in the supernova name.
c Spectral subtype of the supernova (see Section 4.1.1). Supernovae labeled “P Cygni?” do not have early spectra available, but their late
spectra resemble late spectra of SN 2010al. “+H” indicates so-called “transitional” Ibn/IIn supernovae that exhibit equal-strength helium
and hydrogen emission lines.
d Discovery and/or classification notices (ATel, CBET, or IAUC), if any. Refereed publications are listed for PTF and PanSTARRS1
supernovae, which are not publicly announced.
e iPTF14aki was independently discovered by the Catalina Real-Time Transient Survey and given the name CSS140421:142042+031602.
Polshaw et al. (2014) released a public classification. iPTF’s discovery and classification occurred earlier but were not released publicly.
f Previously published under its temporary designation, PSN J07285387+3349106.
g The discovery date is not available, so the first detection is given. The discovery notice was sent on October 17.
h Also known as PS15nk.
i Also known as iPTF15fgl. Discovered during electromagnetic follow-up of the gravitational wave event GW151226 and only recently
disembargoed (Smartt et al. 2016).
for example, has a very slow decline, whereas LSQ13ccw
has a very fast decline and an unusually faint peak
magnitude. SNe 2005la and 2011hw, both transitional
Type Ibn/IIn events, as well as iPTF13beo, have double-
peaked light curves. SN 2010al, still the earliest observed
SN Ibn relative to maximum light, had an unprecedented
premaximum spectrum and an unusually slow rise. How-
ever, we show below that Type Ibn light curves, when
taken as a whole, are much more homogeneous and faster
evolving than their Type IIn counterparts.
Here we present photometry and spectroscopy for
six new SNe Ibn: PTF11rfh, PTF12ldy, iPTF14aki,
iPTF15ul, SN 2015G, and iPTF15akq. With the addi-
tion of these objects, the sample size of SNe Ibn with
published data increases to 22. We also present new
data for SN 2015U, previously discussed by Tsvetkov
et al. (2015), Pastorello et al. (2015e), and Shivvers et al.
(2016). We then examine light curves and spectra of ob-
jects in this sample to infer the properties of the class
as a whole. Finally, we discuss the implications of these
findings for possible progenitors.
2. OBSERVATIONS
Throughout this paper, times are given as dates in
coordinated universal time (UTC) or as modified Ju-
lian dates (MJD). “Phase” denotes days since maximum
light, in the r- or R-band where available, in the rest
frame of the supernova.
PTF11rfh and PTF12ldy were discovered by the Palo-
mar Transient Factory (PTF; Law et al. 2009; Rau et al.
2009) on 2011 December 8 and 2012 November 12, re-
spectively. iPTF14aki, iPTF15ul, and iPTF15akq were
discovered by the Intermediate Palomar Transient Fac-
tory (iPTF; Kulkarni 2013) on 2014 April 10, 2015 March
10, and 2015 April 17, respectively. iPTF14aki was in-
dependently discovered by the Catalina Real-Time Tran-
sient Survey (Drake et al. 2009) on 2014 April 21, given
the name CSS140421:142042+031602, and classified by
the Public ESO Spectroscopic Survey of Transient Ob-
4 Hosseinzadeh et al.
Table 2
Optical and Ultraviolet Photometry
Supernova MJD Filter Magnitude Source
PTF11rfh 55902.109 R > 20.73 P48
PTF11rfh 55903.121 R 19.91± 0.10 P48
PTF11rfh 55906.204 r 18.70± 0.04 P60
PTF11rfh 55919.107 B 18.59± 0.09 KAIT
PTF11rfh 55919.112 V 18.13± 0.08 KAIT
PTF11rfh 55919.117 R 18.31± 0.07 KAIT
PTF11rfh 55919.122 I 17.70± 0.07 KAIT
PTF11rfh 55928.122 i 20.43± 0.18 P60
PTF11rfh 55928.123 r 20.37± 0.20 P60
PTF11rfh 55928.127 g 19.52± 0.07 P60
PTF11rfh 55930.119 i 20.36± 0.19 P60
PTF11rfh 55930.120 r 20.20± 0.14 P60
PTF11rfh 55941.095 r > 20.99 P60
PTF11rfh 55941.098 g 20.60± 0.22 P60
PTF11rfh 55947.088 i > 20.53 P60
PTF11rfh 55947.091 r > 20.87 P60
PTF11rfh 55947.094 g 20.49± 0.25 P60
Note. — (This table is available in its entirety in machine-
readable form.)
jects (PESSTO; Polshaw et al. 2014; Smartt et al. 2015).
SN 2015U was discovered by the Lick Observatory Super-
nova Search (Filippenko et al. 2001; Kumar et al. 2015)
on 2015 February 13 and classified by Polshaw et al.
(2014). SN 2015G was discovered by Kunihiro Shima on
2015 March 23 (Yusa et al. 2015) and classified by Foley
et al. (2015). Discovery details are given in Table 1.
Multiband optical photometry was obtained using the
Catalina Sky Survey (CSS; Drake et al. 2009) telescope
at Steward Observatory (AZ, USA), the 0.76 m Katzman
Automatic Imaging Telescope (KAIT; Filippenko et al.
2001) at Lick Observatory (CA, USA), the 1 m and 2 m
telescopes of the Las Cumbres Observatory Global Tele-
scope Network (LCOGT; Brown et al. 2013), the Nordic
Optical Telescope (NOT) at the Observatorio del Roque
de los Muchachos (ORM; Canary Islands, Spain), the
New Technology Telescope (NTT) at La Silla Obser-
vatory (Coquimbo Region, Chile), the 48 inch (1.2 m)
Samuel Oschin Telescope (P48) and the 60 inch (1.5 m)
telescope (P60; Cenko et al. 2006) at Palomar Observa-
tory (California, USA). Ultraviolet photometry was ob-
tained with the Ultra-Violet/Optical Telescope (UVOT;
Roming et al. 2005) on board the Swift satellite.
Each photometry point is listed along with its source
in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 2. All upper limits
reported in the tables and figures are 3σ nondetections.
Swift magnitudes are in the UVOT system (Poole et al.
2007). All other magnitudes are in the Vega system for
UBV RI points and in the AB system for ugriz points.
(Note that P48 uses a Mould R filter.) See Appendix A.1
for details on the reduction process for photometry.
After calibration, apparent magnitudes were corrected
for Milky Way extinction according to the dust maps
of Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011), obtained via the
NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED). SN 2015U
and iPTF15ul were also corrected for their high host-
galaxy extinction using the extinction law of Cardelli
et al. (1989) with the best-fit parameters derived in Sec-
tion 3. Absolute magnitudes were obtained using the
distance moduli calculated from host-galaxy redshifts, if
available, or redshifts obtained from the supernova spec-
tra, and the cosmological parameters presented by the
Planck Collaboration (2015). None of the mean redshift-
independent distance moduli listed on NED for these ob-
jects are more than 3σ away from the values used here.
For iPTF14aki, two epochs of near-infrared photome-
try were obtained with the Near Infrared Camera Spec-
trometer (NICS) on the Telescopio Nazionale Galileo
(TNG) at ORM. Magnitudes were measured using aper-
ture photometry and calibrated to nearby stars in the
2MASS catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006). We only de-
tect the supernova at > 3σ significance in the J-band:
MJD 56779.9, J = 18.4 ± 0.2 mag, H > 18.9 mag,
Ks > 18.9 mag; MJD 56794.1, J = 19.4 ± 0.2 mag,
H > 18.7 mag, Ks > 18.0 mag.
We also observed PTF11rfh, along with the necessary
calibrators, with the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array
(VLA; Perley et al. 2009) under our Target of Opportu-
nity program (VLA/11A-227; PI: A. Corsi) on 2011 De-
cember 31.8 with the VLA in its D configuration. VLA
data were reduced and imaged using the Common As-
tronomy Software Applications (CASA) package (Mc-
Mullin et al. 2007). Our observation yielded a nonde-
tection, with a 3σ upper limit of . 81 μJy at 6.4 GHz.
Optical spectra were obtained using the Andalucia
Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera (ALFOSC) on
NOT; the Double Spectrograph (DBSP; Oke & Gunn
1982) on the 200 inch (5.1 m) Hale Telescope (P200) at
Palomar Observatory; the Double Imaging Spectrograph
(DIS) on the Apache Research Consortium (ARC) 3.5 m
telescope at Apache Point Observatory (NM, USA); the
Device Optimized for the Low Resolution (DOLORES)
on TNG; the ESO Faint Object Spectrograph and Cam-
era (EFOSC2) on NTT; the FLOYDS robotic spectro-
graphs on the LCOGT 2 m telescopes at Haleakala¯
Observatory (HI, USA) and Siding Spring Observatory
(New South Wales, Australia); the Kast Double Spectro-
graph on the 3 m C. Donald Shane Telescope at Lick Ob-
servatory; and the Low-Resolution Imaging Spectrom-
eter (LRIS; Oke et al. 1995) on the Keck I telescope,
the Deep Imaging Multi-Object Spectrograph (DEIMOS;
Faber et al. 2003) on the Keck II telescope, and the Gem-
ini Multi-Object Spectrograph (GMOS; Hook et al. 2004)
on the Frederick C. Gillett Gemini North telescope, all
on Mauna Kea (HI, USA). The near-infrared spectrum
of SN 2015U was obtained with the SpeX instrument
(Rayner et al. 2003) at the NASA Infrared Telescope Fa-
cility (IRTF), also on Mauna Kea.
Each spectrum is logged in Table 3 and plotted in Fig-
ures 3–6. They are not corrected for reddening. See
Appendix A.2 for details on the reduction process for
spectroscopy. All spectra in Table 3 have been submitted
to the Weizmann Interactive Supernova Data Repository
(WISeREP; Yaron & Gal-Yam 2012).
3. EXTINCTION ESTIMATION
As first noted by Ochner et al. (2015), SN 2015U suf-
fers from significant host-galaxy extinction. The extinc-
tion parameters, parametrized using the extinction law
of Cardelli et al. (1989, hereafter CCM89) have been esti-
mated previously by at least two groups: Pastorello et al.
(2015e) estimate E(B − V ) = 0.99± 0.48 mag assuming
a fixed RV = 3.1, and Shivvers et al. (2016) estimate
E(B − V ) = 0.94+0.1−0.4 mag for RV = 2.1 by fitting red-
dened blackbody models to photometry of SN 2015U.
We compare our optical through near-infrared spec-
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Figure 2. Light curves of PTF11rfh, PTF12ldy, iPTF14aki, SN 2015U, iPTF15ul, SN 2015G, and iPTF15akq. Marker shape denotes the
source of the photometry (acronyms are defined in the text), and marker color denotes the filter band. Downward-pointing arrows mark
3σ nondetection upper limits. The right axis for each frame gives the extinction-corrected (including host extinction, if AV and RV are
given) apparent magnitudes in the UVOT system for Swift points, in the Vega system for other UBV RI points, and in the AB system
for ugriz points. The left axis gives the absolute magnitude assuming the distance modulus (µ) given at the top right of each panel. The
bottom axis shows rest-frame days from the estimated peak date (MJD0). For SN 2015U, the photometry published by Tsvetkov et al.
(2015) and Pastorello et al. (2015e) is plotted for comparison. For SN 2015G, photometry from the discovery CBET (Yusa et al. 2015) is
plotted for comparison.
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Table 3
Log of Spectroscopic Observations
Supernova MJD Telescope Instrument Days Froma
Peak Expl.
PTF11rfh 55912.9 TNG DOLORES +2 10
55916.1 P200 DBSP +5 13
55926.2 Keck I LRIS +14 22
55929. Lick 3 m Kast +17 25
PTF12ldy 56244. ARC 3.5 m DIS +1 7
56246. Keck II DEIMOS +3 9
56270. Keck II DEIMOS +24 31
56279. Keck I LRIS +32 39
b 56300. Keck II DEIMOS +51 58
iPTF14aki 56765.1 NOT ALFOSC +1 8
56769.6 LCOGT FLOYDS +5 12
56770.2 NTT EFOSC2 +6 13
56771.2 NTT EFOSC2 +7 14
56773.0 NOT ALFOSC +8 16
c 56774. Keck II DEIMOS +9 17
56774.1 TNG DOLORES +9 17
56776.2 NTT EFOSC2 +11 18
56778.1 NTT EFOSC2 +13 20
56782.1 NTT EFOSC2 +17 24
56784.1 NTT EFOSC2 +19 26
56786.4 P200 DBSP +21 28
56805.4 Keck I LRIS +39 46
SN 2015U 57070.4 LCOGT FLOYDS −1 8
57076.2 IRTF SpeX +5 15
57076.5 LCOGT FLOYDS +5 15
b 57096.3 LCOGT FLOYDS +24 34
iPTF15ul 57092. NOT ALFOSC −2 1
57093. NOT ALFOSC −1 2
57102. Gemini N GMOS +8 11
57109. NOT ALFOSC +14 17
SN 2015G 57122.5 LCOGT FLOYDS +22 · · ·
57124.6 LCOGT FLOYDS +24 · · ·
57131.6 LCOGT FLOYDS +31 · · ·
57144.5 LCOGT FLOYDS +44 · · ·
iPTF15akq 57134.5 Keck I LRIS +0 9
57135.6 Keck I LRIS +1 10
57138. NOT ALFOSC +4 12
57149.4 Gemini N GMOS +14 22
57158.5 Keck I LRIS +22 30
Note. —
a Rest-frame days from peak and from explosion, if known.
b Dominated by host galaxy.
c Not shown in Figure 3 due to low signal-to-noise ratio.
trum of SN 2015U at +5 days to broadband photom-
etry and spectra of SN 2010al around the same phase.
This yields a best-fit extinction law with E(B − V ) =
0.86 ± 0.10 mag and RV = 2.4 ± 0.2 (as parametrized
by CCM89). Figure 5 shows a reddened optical–near-
infrared spectrum of SN 2010al (from Pastorello et al.
2015a) at−1 day to match the observed continuum shape
of SN 2015U.
We performed a similar analysis comparing iPTF15ul
to SN 2000er. Lacking near-infrared data for iPTF15ul,
we do not attempt to fit the total-to-selective extinction
ratio, RV . The resulting best-fit extinction parameters
are E(B − V ) = 0.41± 0.10 mag with RV = 3.1. This is
illustrated in Figure 6, where we show a reddened spec-
trum of SN 2000er (from Pastorello et al. 2008a) together
with the observed spectra of iPTF15ul.
This method assumes that SN 2015U and iPTF15ul
follow a similar color evolution to SNe 2010al and 2000er,
respectively. Under this assumption, our extinction es-
timate (AR = 1.07 ± 0.26 mag) makes iPTF15ul the
most luminous SN Ibn studied so far (MR = −20.64 ±
0.29 mag). However, given the small number of SNe Ibn
with well-sampled multicolor light curves, our result
should be treated with some caution.
We assume negligible host-galaxy extinction for the
other five supernovae discussed here, as they are either
well separated from their host galaxies or their hosts are
relatively faint. The continuum shapes of their early
spectra support this assumption.
4. SAMPLE ANALYSIS
4.1. Spectroscopy
In order to compare the spectral evolution of the ob-
jects in our sample, we collected all publicly available
optical spectra of each object from WISeREP and added
them to the spectra listed in Table 3.
4.1.1. Qualitative Classification
To begin, we examine the spectral series of all the
objects in our sample. We find that, at early times
(. 20 days after peak), the spectra show some diversity
in their helium line profiles. While all Type Ibn spec-
tra have blue continua relative to most other supernova
classes (after considering extinction and host contamina-
tion), some show only relatively narrow (1000 km s−1)
P Cygni lines of helium, while others exhibit narrow to
intermediate-width (few thousand km s−1) helium emis-
sion lines and broad features, sometimes with complex
profiles. The latter are most similar to the earliest spec-
tra of the traditional Type Ibn archetype, SN 2006jc,
which unfortunately was not observed around maximum
light.
At late times (& 20 days), the absorption components
of the P Cygni lines become less pronounced and their ve-
locities increase, making the two types of spectra less dis-
tinguishable. This means that early spectra of SNe Ibn
may not look like those of the archetype SN 2006jc, sim-
ilarity to which is often used as a basis for classification,
although they will likely resemble it at later times. Early
spectral time series will be essential to understanding this
spectral diversity.21
Until recently, all SNe Ibn in the literature observed
prior to 12 days after peak showed P Cygni lines in
their earliest spectra. However, spectra of PTF11rfh and
iPTF14aki, although they resemble other SNe Ibn at late
times, do not show P Cygni lines at early times. This
confirms that Type Ibn spectra can have at least two
morphologies during the first week after maximum light
(see Figure 7).
With our current sparsely sampled, heterogeneous
spectral data set, we cannot conclusively say whether
these two morphologies arise from two distinct CSM
configurations or from a continuum of CSM properties.
A few supernovae do hint at a continuum of line pro-
files. For example, SNe 2014av and 2014bk both have
dominant P Cygni lines at early times, but these lines
are superimposed on broader emission features, not just
blue continua. Weaker P Cygni lines are also superim-
posed on some emission-dominated spectra, such as those
21 This represents a more general problem in supernova classi-
fication: classifications are usually announced after the first spec-
trum is obtained and not revised (at least not publicly) based on
subsequent spectra. This can lead to misclassifications for several
types of supernovae (e.g., Type II instead of Type IIb).
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of SN 2006jc, PS1-12sk, and iPTF14aki. Nonetheless,
for the purposes of this analysis, we will describe spec-
tra as belonging to one of two different subclasses: the
“P Cygni” subclass or the “emission” subclass.
Furthermore, we admit that a more physical analy-
sis might group spectra by phase relative to explosion,
rather than phase relative to maximum light, but weak
constraints on the explosion times for many objects in
our sample prevent this. It remains to be seen whether
the spectral diversity would persist in such an analysis.
Since iPTF15akq and SNe 2005la and 2011hw exhibit
relatively strong hydrogen features throughout their
evolution, leading to their transitional classification as
Type Ibn/IIn, it is not clear whether they belong in ei-
ther of the two proposed classes. Nonetheless, with the
exception of the hydrogen lines, their spectra are quite
similar to those of other SNe Ibn, so we group them by
line profile as well.
4.1.2. Line Analysis
Of particular interest is the tentative detection of dou-
bly ionized carbon (C iii) at 465.0 and 569.6 nm in the
earliest spectra of PTF12ldy (Figure 4) and iPTF15ul
(Figure 6). C iii has only appeared once before in a
SN Ibn, in the earliest spectrum ever obtained of this
class: that of SN 2010al nine days before maximum light
(first spectrum in Figure 4). In that case, it appeared
alongside other high-ionization species (N iii and He ii),
which Pastorello et al. (2015a) interpreted as a sign of
the flash-ionization of the CSM (as in Gal-Yam et al.
2014). To our knowledge, the spectrum of iPTF15ul
is the third earliest (relative to peak) Type Ibn spec-
trum obtained, suggesting that these lines may still be
C iii recombining after shock breakout. We note, how-
ever, that the spectrum of SN 2010al showed only the
465.0 nm line, whereas the 569.6 nm lines in our spectra
are stronger, possibly calling into question our tentative
identification. Si ii could be contributing at 567.0 nm,
but we cannot identify any other Si ii features. Although
the features are relatively weak, they are notably broader
than the narrow P Cygni lines that develop around max-
imum light. This may be caused by electron scattering
(also as in Gal-Yam et al. 2014).
For each spectrum in our sample, we measure the ex-
pansion velocities and equivalent widths (EWs) of three
neutral helium (He) lines (588, 668, and 707 nm) and
hydrogen-α (Hα, 656 nm), where visible. The results are
plotted in Figure 8.
Especially at late times, it is not trivial to distinguish
broad P Cygni features on a blue continuum and broad
emission on a flat continuum. We treat more symmetric
lines as emission only (filled markers in Figure 8) and
more asymmetric lines as P Cygni (open markers). For
simplicity, we do not treat lines with multiple velocity
components differently.
We fit emission lines with a Gaussian function on a con-
stant or linear continuum (depending on the object and
the line) using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
routine based on the emcee package (Foreman-Mackey
et al. 2013). The velocity reported is derived from the
FWHM intensity of the Gaussian. The EW is the inte-
gral of the flux normalized to the local continuum, which
may or may not be constant over the width of the line. In
cases where a nearby line might interfere with the mea-
surement, we fit and subtract an additional Gaussian to
the second line prior to integration.
We fit P Cygni lines with two Gaussians, one in ab-
sorption and one in emission, using the same MCMC
routine. The velocity reported is derived from the wave-
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length difference between absorption and emission. We
do not measure EW for P Cygni lines.
If the line is not clearly identifiable and visible above
the noise, or if the width of the line is potentially unre-
solved by the spectrograph, we do not attempt a mea-
surement. However, since the decision of whether or not
to measure is based on a visual inspection, some misiden-
tified lines may be included, and conversely some am-
biguous lines may be omitted.
Error bars correspond to standard deviations of the fit-
parameter distributions from the MCMC routine. They
do not include systematic errors such as choosing the
wrong line profile, ignoring multiple velocity compo-
nents, etc.
Within each of the two spectral subclasses, especially
within the emission subclass, there is very little variation
in spectral evolution between objects. In most cases we
see a general increasing trend in the helium EW, whereas
the Hα EW, if present at all, stays roughly constant.
Line velocities of the emission spectra show little evolu-
tion over time. On the other hand, P Cygni lines visible
in early spectra tend to morph into broader emission-
dominated lines over the course of the first month. We
discuss the implications of these results in Section 6.
4.2. Photometry
We obtained all published light curves of SNe Ibn from
the literature. The objects we consider, as well as the
references used, are listed in Table 4. Most, but not
all, objects have well-observed R- or r-band light curves,
which we plot in Figure 9. Where this was not the case,
we used light curves in a better-observed filter and noted
this in the “Filter” column of Table 4 and next to the
supernova name in Figure 9. Although supernovae do
not always have the same behavior in all filters, we as-
sume that these differences are small compared to the
uncertainties involved in our estimates below. We also
do not apply K-corrections to the light curves, for the
same reason.
Several of the parameters we wish to explore depend on
the determination of the time of maximum light of the
supernovae, but unfortunately, over half of the objects
have few or no points in their light curve around peak
brightness. Table 4 lists our estimates of the peak date,
with conservative error bars where the peak is not well
constrained. See Appendix B.1 for details on how these
were chosen. SN 2005la, SN 2011hw, and iPTF13beo
have two peaks; in what follows, we consider only the
first peak.
4.2.1. Decline Slope and Peak Magnitude
With an estimate of the epoch of maximum light of
each supernova, we can determine the slope of the post-
maximum decline. We divide the rest-frame light curve
into six 15 day bins, starting with 0–15 days after peak,
and five overlapping 30 day bins, starting with 0–30 days
after peak. For each of these bins that includes three or
more photometry points, we use weighted least-squares
regression to determine a best-fit line (magnitude vs.
phase) to that portion of the light curve. This effectively
gives a coarse derivative of the data without fitting a
function to the entire light curve. The slopes of these
lines are listed in Table 5 and plotted against the centers
of their bins in Figure 10.
Most supernovae have several-day errors on the peak
date, which in theory affects this calculation. However,
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since the light curve slopes generally change slowly after
maximum light, we neglect this contribution to the error.
Errors on the slope are the standard errors of the fit.
SN 2005la, SN 2011hw, and iPTF13beo have a sec-
ond peak in the light curve during one or more of these
bins. We omit any bins where the light curve is not con-
sistent with a monotonically decreasing function. Note
that lines in Figure 10 interpolate over these gaps in cov-
erage, hiding the fact that some slopes become negative
(rebrightening) for a short period.
The intercept of the earliest linear fit to the light curves
is an estimate of the peak magnitude. In most cases this
is the 0–15 day bin. For PTF11rfh and SNe 2002ao,
2014bk, and 2015G, which have fewer than three points
in the 0–15 day bin, the intercept from the 0 to 30 day
bin is used. The errors on the peak magnitudes include
contributions from the estimated error on the peak date,
the standard errors on the slope and intercept, and the
slope-intercept covariance of the fit.
In cases where the peak is well sampled, we can use the
measured peak brightness as a basis for comparison. We
consider the peak magnitude to be measured if we have a
photometry point within one day of the estimated peak
date. Note that, in most cases where we have data, the
extrapolated peak is brighter than the observed peak.
This is expected since we are fitting a straight line to a
concave-down portion of the light curve. Since the max-
imum difference between estimated and observed peak
magnitude is 0.27 mag, we prefer to accept this bias
rather than using a more sophisticated method to fit the
well-sampled peaks.
The decline slope used for extrapolation, the estimated
peak magnitude, and the observed peak magnitude for
each supernova are listed in Table 4.
4.2.2. Explosion Epoch and Rise Time
In order to determine the rise time, we must estimate
the epoch of explosion. Where possible, we fit a parabola
(flux vs. phase) to the premaximum light curve. We use
the zero of this fit as our estimate of the explosion time.
For objects not observed before maximum light, it is im-
possible to independently estimate the explosion epoch
and the peak date. For those objects, we place an upper
limit on the rise time that corresponds to the time be-
tween the last nondetection and the first detection. The
last nondetections of SN 2005la and ASASSN-15ed are
not deep enough to constrain the epoch of explosion, so
we do not estimate their rise times. See Appendix B.2
for per-object details on this estimate. We then calculate
the rise time as the time between our estimated explosion
date and our estimated peak date in the rest frame of the
supernova. The estimated explosion epoch and implied
rise times for each object are listed in Table 4.
4.2.3. Results
The most striking result of the photometric analysis
is the relative homogeneity in the shapes of Type Ibn
light curves. Whereas Type IIn light curves can decline
in a few weeks or last for many months (see, e.g., Kiewe
et al. 2012, their Figures 17 and 18), almost all Type Ibn
light curves decline at rates of 0.05–0.15 mag day−1 dur-
ing the first month after maximum light (see Figure 10).
These fast decline rates rule out radioactive decay as a
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significant power source for the late-time light curves of
all but the most extreme outlier (OGLE12-006). We are
therefore in agreement with the rest of the literature that
circumstellar interaction most likely powers SNe Ibn.
However, since one might expect interaction-powered
light curves to be as diverse as the set of possible CSM
density profiles that generate them, our data suggest a
relatively homogeneous set of progenitor systems and/or
explosion parameters. Moriya & Maeda (2016) explain
this homogeneity by proposing that the duration of cir-
cumstellar interaction is shorter for SNe Ibn than for
Type IIn supernovae, despite similar explosion proper-
ties and CSM configurations. Our photometry also sup-
ports this hypothesis. Our sample of spectra, on the
other hand, continue to show evidence of interaction sev-
eral weeks after maximum light. In particular, spectra
of SNe Ibn show narrow emission lines and are bluer
than those of other hydrogen-poor supernovae well over
a month after maximum light (see bottom panel of Fig-
ure 1). Together, the light curves and spectra seem
to indicate decreased interaction at later times: strong
enough to produce narrow lines and blue spectra but
weak enough not to significantly affect the light curves.
Peak magnitudes of Type IIn supernovae have a wider
observed distribution than those of SNe Ibn (see Fig-
ure 11). However, with only 22 objects, we are unable
to rule out the possibility that they arise from the same
underlying distribution. We perform the Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test, comparing the sample distributions of
Type IIn and Ibn peak magnitudes, which yields a sta-
tistically insignificant result: the maximum distance be-
tween the cumulative distribution functions of the two
samples is D = 0.23 with p = 0.32. Furthermore, the
faster decline rates of SNe Ibn might cause an observa-
tional bias against discovering fainter objects, making
the underlying distributions more similar.
Finally, we search for correlations between the three
parameters we estimate: decline slope, peak magnitude,
and rise time. For each pair of parameters, we calculate
the weighted Pearson correlation coefficient (rP , which
down-weights points with large error bars but assumes
the variables have Gaussian distributions), the Spearman
rank correlation coefficient (rS , which does not assume
Gaussian distributions but weights all points equally),
and their associated p-values (see Figure 12). We do not
find any correlations that are statistically significant in
both rP and rS .
In the figures throughout this paper, objects
in the emission subclass are assigned cool colors
(green/blue/purple) while objects in the P Cygni sub-
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Figure 9. Rest-frame light curves used in the sample analysis. The R- or r- band was chosen unless a different filter had significantly
better coverage, in which case an open marker is used and the filter is listed in parentheses. Note the homogeneity in light curve shape,
even between subclasses, with a few significant exceptions.
class are assigned warm colors (pink/red/orange/yellow).
Objects not obviously belonging to either class are col-
ored gray and black. Since warm and cool colors appear
to be well mixed in each plot, we conclude that light
curve properties do not correlate strongly with the two
spectral subclasses.
5. LIGHT CURVE TEMPLATES
Motivated by the observed homogeneity in Type Ibn
light curves, we set out to define a region in magnitude–
phase space that contains ∼ 95% of the photometric
points in our sample. We call this the Type Ibn light
curve template. For the purposes of the template, we ex-
clude the extreme outlier light curve of OGLE12-006 and
the three double-peaked light curves (iPTF13beo and
SNe 2005la and 2011hw), as their light curves may re-
flect different physical processes that we do not wish to
capture.
First, we use a Gaussian process to fit a smooth curve
through the combined light curves of the 18 remaining
objects. We perform the fit in log–log space, specifically
magnitude vs. log(phase + 20), in order to ensure consis-
tent smoothness between the densely sampled early light
curve and the sparsely sampled late light curve. This
yields the average Type Ibn light curve. We then use
two more independent Gaussian processes to fit the pos-
itive and negative residuals, respectively, from the av-
erage light curve. These result in upper and lower 1σ
boundaries for the region. We report the average light
curve with 1.96σ error bars (corresponding to 95% prob-
ability) in Table 6 and plot the 95% probability region
in the upper panel of Figure 13. Although all phases
were included in the fit, we only report the template for
phases during which more than one supernova was ob-
served. We consider a supernova to be observed during
a given phase if its published light curve contains points
both before and after that phase. The number of su-
pernovae observed at each phase is reported in the last
column of Table 6.
Photometric nondetections are completely ignored in
the fit, which severely biases the prepeak results. Many
objects have extremely short rise times (a few days) that
are not contained in the template region, while the few
objects with longer rise times pull the fit to brighter mag-
nitudes at early times. When comparing this template to
future SNe Ibn, objects with arbitrarily short rise times
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should not be considered inconsistent. The purpose of
the template is mainly to showcase the fast, homoge-
neous decline rate and bright peak magnitude.
We also produce a normalized Type Ibn light curve
template by first normalizing all the light curves in our
sample to their estimated peak magnitudes and then ap-
plying the method described above. Note that although
all the normalized light curves pass through 0 mag at
0 days (neglecting the difference between estimated and
observed peak magnitudes), the Gaussian process pre-
vents the center and the edges of the template region
from passing exactly through this point in order to pre-
serve smoothness. The normalized template is also re-
ported in Table 6 and appears in the lower panel of Fig-
ure 13.
6. DISCUSSION: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PROGENITOR
Stepping back to Type Ib supernovae in general, two
main progenitor scenarios have been suggested, each with
a different way to remove the hydrogen envelope from a
massive star. Gaskell et al. (1986), for example, propose
a single massive WR star with a high mass-loss rate to
remove the hydrogen envelope before explosion. Pod-
siadlowski et al. (1992), on the other hand, propose a
close binary system, where binary interaction strips the
hydrogen layer from the supernova progenitor. To date,
only a single Type Ib supernova progenitor candidate
has been detected: that of iPTF13bvn. In that case,
Cao et al. (2013) found that the candidate was consistent
with a WR star. However, hydrodynamical modeling by
Fremling et al. (2014, 2016) and Bersten et al. (2014)
show that the supernova properties are inconsistent with
a single massive star and suggest a binary progenitor. A
re-analysis of the photometry by Eldridge et al. (2015)
also supports the binary hypothesis.
The literature on SNe Ibn contains many comprehen-
sive discussions of possible progenitor scenarios (see ref-
erences in Table 4, especially Foley et al. 2007; Pastorello
et al. 2007, 2016; Sanders et al. 2013), but they fall
roughly along the same lines as for normal SNe Ib: ei-
ther binary interaction or stellar winds have stripped the
outer layers from a massive star, leaving it surrounded
by helium-rich CSM. If the CSM is dense enough, it can
interact with supernova ejecta significantly, adding nar-
row emission lines to the spectra. Although observations
of many SNe Ibn are consistent with single WR progen-
itors, without a direct progenitor detection, the binary
scenario is difficult to rule out. Even the detection of an
LBV-like eruption at the location of SN 2006jc two years
before explosion could be explained either by an LBV
companion or by residual LBV behavior in a recently
transitioned WR star (Pastorello et al. 2007; Tominaga
et al. 2008), although the lack of hydrogen in late-time
spectra makes the former scenario less appealing. To
complicate things further, Sanders et al. (2013) find that
PS1-12sk exploded in a brightest cluster galaxy, and thus
may have had a degenerate helium-rich progenitor rather
than a massive star. (However, a low-surface-brightness
star-forming region might have escaped detection.)
Exploring the dichotomy between spectra that exhibit
early P Cygni lines and those that do not might aid in de-
termining the range of properties of SN Ibn progenitors.
To be clear, we do not suggest that the two subclasses
correspond to two entirely different populations of pro-
genitor stars (this makes the late-time similarity hard to
explain), but rather that different CSM initial conditions
result in at least two varieties of early spectra. We also
consider the possibility that all SNe Ibn exhibit helium
P Cygni lines in their spectra immediately after explosion
but that our observations thus far have not been suffi-
ciently early to see them for all objects. If this proves to
be the case, then the following discussion can be inter-
preted as explaining why some explosions result in only
short-lived P Cygni lines while others show P Cygni lines
for weeks.
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One potential explanation for the spectral diversity is
optical-depth effects in the CSM. If we attribute the pres-
ence of narrow P Cygni lines to slow-moving, dense cir-
cumstellar helium previously ejected by the progenitor,
then the optical depth of that material at the time of
explosion will determine how it manifests itself in the
supernova spectra. If the material is optically thick, it
will be backlit by supernova photons. This would result
in slow-moving helium features superimposed on a hot
thermal continuum. Then as the ejecta sweep up the ma-
terial, the P Cygni lines transition into broad supernova
features. On the other hand, if the material were opti-
cally thin by the time of explosion, broad features would
dominate over the CSM emission. Spectra that exhibit
very weak helium P Cygni lines on top of the emission
features, such as those of SN 2014av, could represent an
intermediate stage, where the circumstellar helium has
an optical depth near 1.
A second option is that a viewing-angle effect controls
whether P Cygni lines are visible in early Type Ibn spec-
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Table 6
Light Curve Templates
Phase Absolute Normalized Number of
(day) Magnitude Magnitude Supernovae
−8.0 −18.24−0.42+0.74 1.50−0.46+0.68 3
−7.5 −18.39−0.42+0.71 1.36−0.44+0.66 3
−7.0 −18.53−0.41+0.69 1.22−0.42+0.63 4
−6.5 −18.67−0.40+0.67 1.09−0.40+0.61 6
−6.0 −18.79−0.40+0.65 0.97−0.38+0.59 7
−5.5 −18.91−0.39+0.63 0.85−0.36+0.57 7
−5.0 −19.02−0.38+0.62 0.75−0.34+0.55 8
−4.5 −19.11−0.38+0.61 0.66−0.32+0.53 8
−4.0 −19.19−0.37+0.59 0.58−0.31+0.52 8
−3.5 −19.26−0.37+0.58 0.51−0.29+0.50 9
−3.0 −19.32−0.36+0.57 0.45−0.28+0.49 9
−2.5 −19.37−0.35+0.57 0.40−0.27+0.47 9
−2.0 −19.41−0.35+0.56 0.36−0.26+0.46 11
−1.5 −19.44−0.34+0.55 0.33−0.25+0.45 11
−1.0 −19.46−0.34+0.55 0.31−0.24+0.44 11
−0.5 −19.47−0.33+0.54 0.29−0.23+0.43 11
0.0 −19.47−0.32+0.54 0.28−0.22+0.42 11
Note. — The last column lists the number of supernovae
included in the fit with observations both before and after the
given phase. Results are not reported for phases where only a
single supernova has been observed.
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable
form.)
tra. If the CSM is not spherically symmetric about the
progenitor—imagine, for example, a torus of circumstel-
lar helium—then P Cygni lines may only be visible if
the torus is viewed edge-on, whereas emission lines are
produced when the torus is face-on. For this scenario
to be successful, it must be able to account for the rel-
ative frequency of P Cygni to emission events. This ra-
tio is difficult to estimate, since there are only a small
number of events in each class and the classification is
not straightforward without early spectra. Nonetheless,
with roughly equal numbers in each class (see Table 1),
the proposed torus would seem to occupy a large portion
of the progenitor star’s solid angle.
The uniformity and rapid declines of Type Ibn light
curves could indicate they are powered by interaction
with a spatially confined shell of circumstellar helium
surrounded by a less dense region of CSM. If the shell is
thin enough, strong interaction between the ejecta and
the CSM would last only a short time, rather than con-
tinuing to power the light curve for many months, as
in SNe IIn. Quataert et al. (2016) suggest that super-
Eddington winds tend to produce a CSM shell when
driven by energy deposited near the stellar surface, ei-
ther in the course of binary interaction or by unstable
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Figure 13. Type Ibn templates compared to analogous Type Ib/c
templates (Nicholl et al. 2015; Taddia et al. 2015) and samples of
Type IIn (Kiewe et al. 2012; Taddia et al. 2013, and references
therein) and Type Ia-CSM (Silverman et al. 2013, and references
therein) light curves. The upper panel shows the comparison of
absolute magnitudes, and the lower panel illustrates the compar-
ison when all light curves are normalized to peak. SNe Ibn are
much more homogeneous and faster evolving than other interact-
ing supernovae. They are also brighter and faster evolving than
non-interacting SNe Ib/c.
fusion or wave heating in a single star. The wind speed
increases as the energy deposition radius decreases, so
as the star loses material and shrinks, the ejected mass
begins to pile up in a shell around the star. In fact,
SN 2014C, which evolved from a hydrogen-poor SN Ib
into a hydrogen-interacting SN IIn over the course of
several months, could represent an extreme case where
a massive star ejects its entire hydrogen envelope into a
dense shell decades to centuries before explosion. Ejecta
from SN 2014C then had to travel through a low-density
bubble (during which time it was hydrogen-poor) before
reaching and interacting with the circumstellar hydro-
gen (Milisavljevic et al. 2015; Margutti et al. 2016). WR
stars and massive binaries are promising candidates for
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this type of behavior.
Unfortunately, none of these proposals can definitively
differentiate between a binary progenitor and a single
WR star. For nearby objects, X-ray and radio observa-
tions can help directly constrain the CSM properties and
provide clues about progenitor mass loss (e.g., Chevalier
et al. 2006). For the rest, early (pre-maximum or first-
week-post-maximum) spectroscopy and detailed model-
ing of the interaction between supernova ejecta and vari-
ous CSM configurations will be essential to resolving the
remaining unknowns.
7. SUMMARY
We have presented photometry and spectroscopy of
six new SNe Ibn: PTF11rfh, PTF12ldy, iPTF14aki,
iPTF15ul, SN 2015G, and iPTF15akq. We find
PTF11rfh and iPTF14aki to be nearly identical to the
archetype of the Ibn class, SN 2006jc. Helium P Cygni
lines in early spectra of PTF12ldy link it to SNe 2000er
and 2010al. Spectra of iPTF15ul are heavily con-
taminated by host-galaxy light, but nonetheless resem-
ble those of SN 2000er. Late-time optical spectra of
SN 2015G also show similarities to spectra of SN 2010al.
iPTF15akq exhibits significant hydrogen in its spectra,
making it resemble the transitional Type Ibn/IIn SN
2005la. When added to objects from the literature, these
new events result in a sample of 22 SNe Ibn. We also
presented new data on SN 2015U, previously discussed
by Tsvetkov et al. (2015), Pastorello et al. (2015e), and
Shivvers et al. (2016), including a near-infrared spectrum
quite similar to that of SN 2010al.
We analyzed the full sample of Type Ibn light curves
and spectra in order to determine the properties of this
rare class of objects. Unlike the more commonly observed
SNe IIn, whose interaction with hydrogen-rich CSM has
been shown to generate a wide variety of light curve
shapes, light curves of SNe Ibn are more homogeneous
and faster evolving, with decline rates clustered closely
around 0.1 mag day−1 during the first month after maxi-
mum light. We also find that, in the first week after max-
imum light, two types of Type Ibn spectra exist: those
that consist of helium P Cygni lines superimposed on
a blue continuum and those with broader features that
resemble spectra of SN 2006jc.
We hypothesize that both the light curve uniformity
and the transition in some objects from narrow P Cygni
lines to broader features can be explained by the presence
of a thin shell of circumstellar helium around the pro-
genitor star surrounded by a less dense region of CSM.
An optically thick shell backlit by the explosion results
in narrow P Cygni lines that eventually transition into
broad emission lines as the shell is swept up by the super-
nova ejecta. Spectra without P Cygni lines imply that
any previously ejected shell be optically thin at the time
of explosion. Alternatively, the spectral diversity might
be explained by a viewing-angle effect.
Last, we strongly emphasize that more theoretical
modeling work is needed in order to make progress on
the progenitor question for SNe Ibn. In addition, early
(. 1 week after peak brightness) observations of future
SNe Ibn will be crucial to constraining these models.
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APPENDIX
A. DATA REDUCTION
A.1. Photometry
P48 images were first preprocessed by the Infrared Pro-
cessing and Analysis Center (IPAC; Laher et al. 2014).
P60 images were preprocessed using the PyRAF-based22
pipeline of Cenko et al. (2006). Image subtraction was
then performed using the pipeline of Sullivan et al. (2006)
with pre-explosion images from P48 and images from af-
ter the supernova had faded from P60. Finally, instru-
mental magnitudes obtained through point-spread func-
tion (PSF) fitting were calibrated to observations of the
same field by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) Data
Release 10 (Ahn et al. 2014).
KAIT images were reduced using the pipeline of Gane-
shalingam et al. (2010). PSF fitting was then performed
using DAOPHOT (Stetson 1987) from the IDL Astron-
omy User’s Library.23 The instrumental magnitudes
were calibrated to several nearby stars from SDSS, which
were transformed into the Landolt (1983) system using
the empirical prescription measured by Robert Lupton.24
LCOGT images were preprocessed using the Obser-
vatory Reduction and Acquisition Control Data Reduc-
tion pipeline (ORAC-DR; Jenness & Economou 2015).
Photometry was then extracted using the PyRAF-based
lcogtsnpipe pipeline (see Appendix B of Valenti et al.
2016) to perform PSF fitting and calibration to the
AAVSO Photometric All-Sky Survey (APASS; Henden
et al. 2009) for BV and SDSS Data Release 8 (Aihara
et al. 2011) for gri. For iPTF15ul, which lies very near
the center of its host galaxy, SDSS images of the same
field were subtracted using the algorithm of Alard (2000),
implemented in HOTPANTS25, before extracting pho-
tometry.
Data from NTT and NOT were reduced using the
QUBA photometry pipeline (Valenti et al. 2011).
CSS data were downloaded from the survey’s website26
as calibrated magnitudes. In order to make these magni-
tudes consistent with the rest of the V -band light curve,
we converted them to fluxes, determined the average flux
at the supernova location in the observing season prior to
the explosion, subtracted the average flux from the three
detection epochs, and converted back to magnitudes.
Aperture photometry on Swift images was measured
using the method presented by Brown et al. (2009) but
22 http://www.stsci.edu/institute/software_hardware/
pyraf
23 http://idlastro.gsfc.nasa.gov
24 http://www.sdss.org/dr7/algorithms/
sdssUBVRITransform.html#Lupton2005
25 http://www.astro.washington.edu/users/becker/v2.0/
hotpants.html
26 http://crts.caltech.edu
with updated zero points from Breeveld et al. (2010).
For iPTF15ul, host-galaxy flux was also measured with
the same aperture after the supernova had faded and
subtracted from the supernova photometry. Note that
Swift also observed iPTF15akq on three epochs after
peak, which resulted in some marginal detections. How-
ever, given that the supernova was measured to have
g & 21 mag in P60 subtracted photometry during that
period, we take those detections to be of host galaxy only
and do not consider them further.
A.2. Spectroscopy
Pre-2013 LRIS and DEIMOS spectra were reduced us-
ing standard IRAF27 routines (see, e.g., Cenko et al.
2008). Sky background emission was subtracted us-
ing the algorithm described by Kelson (2003). We re-
moved atmospheric absorption features using the contin-
uum from spectrophotometric standard stars, from which
we also derived a sensitivity function for flux calibration.
Post-2013 LRIS spectra were reduced using LPipe,28 a
fully automated, end-to-end, high-level IDL pipeline for
processing single-object long-slit and imaging data from
LRIS.
FLOYDS spectra were reduced using the PyRAF-
based floydsspec pipeline.29
Spectra from EFOSC2 were reduced using the
PESSTO pipeline. Previous reductions were released via
WISeREP as part of the second PESSTO Spectroscopic
Survey Data Release (SSDR2; Smartt et al. 2015).
The SpeX spectrum was reduced and calibrated using
the publicly available Spextool software (Cushing et al.
2004), and corrections for telluric absorption were per-
formed using the IDL tool xtellcor developed by Vacca
et al. (2003).
The first DOLORES spectrum was reduced using the
QUBA spectroscopy pipeline (Valenti et al. 2011).
All other spectra were reduced using standard IRAF
and IDL routines.
B. LIGHT CURVE FITTING
B.1. Estimating the Time of Maximum Light
Peak dates for SNe 1999cq, 2000er, 2002ao, and 2006jc
are given by Pastorello et al. (2008a) in their Table 1.
However, in all cases, their error bars overlap nonde-
tections or nonmaximal points in the light curve. We
therefore adopt their estimates with smaller error bars.30
The peak date for SN 2005la, given by Pastorello et al.
(2008b), overlaps a nondetection that is deeper than the
brightest detection. We shift their peak estimate by
< 1 day. We note that, out of necessity, their estimates
(and some of ours as well) were based partly on compar-
ing the spectral evolution of these objects to SN 2006jc,
even though (1) the peak date of SN 2006jc is not well
known and (2) there is not enough evidence to support
27 The Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) is dis-
tributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which
are operated by the Association of Universities for Research in
Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National
Science Foundation. http://iraf.noao.edu
28 http://www.astro.caltech.edu/~dperley/programs/lpipe.
html
29 https://www.authorea.com/users/598/articles/6566
30 Where the uncertainties are several days, we ignore the dis-
tinction between JD–2400000 and MJD.
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the assumption that all objects of this class have similar
spectral series.
The peaks of SN 2010al, OGLE12-006, SN 2014av,
SN 2015U, and ASASSN-15ed are well constrained by
observations, so we adopt the peaks and uncertainties
given in their respective references.
Of the current sample, SN 2011hw has the weakest con-
straints on the peak, since its position was not observed
for 11 months prior to discovery. Pastorello et al. (2015a)
estimate the explosion epoch for SN 2011hw, again using
spectral comparisons, to be MJD = 55870± 10, whereas
the first detection by Dintinjana et al. (2011) occurred
on MJD = 55883.72. As an extremely conservative esti-
mate for the date of the (unobserved) first peak, we use
MJD = 55874± 10.
PTF11rfh was not observed for a period of 13 days dur-
ing which its peak likely occurred. Similarly, PTF12ldy
was only observed very sparsely around peak and in a dif-
ferent filter than was used to observe its rise and decline.
Since the shapes of their light curves are consistent with
that of the more densely sampled iPTF14aki, we derive a
peak date by matching the absolute magnitudes of these
three objects at similar phases. We note that, by adopt-
ing these peak dates, the spectra of these three objects
are also consistent at similar phases.
The light curve of PS1-12sk was well sampled during
the rising phase, but not immediately after peak. Never-
theless, Sanders et al. (2013) fit their z-band light curve
with a fifth-order polynomial to obtain a peak date of
MJD = 56006.1± 0.3. We adopt that estimate here.
LSQ12btw was not detected on the rise, but Pastorello
et al. (2015c) give an upper limit ∼ 4 mag below and ∼ 4
days before the first detection. Since no other objects in
this sample rise faster than ∼ 1 mag day−1 on average,
we take the peak to be roughly coincident with the first
detection.
LSQ13ccw has very tight constraints on the explo-
sion date, but weaker constraints on the peak (Pastorello
et al. 2015c). However, since various low-order polyno-
mial fits to the light curve are consistent with the bright-
est detection being near the peak, we adopt that assump-
tion here. Note that both these peaks were estimated us-
ing the g-band photometry presented by Pastorello et al.
(2015c), which is transformed from LSQ wide-band im-
ages.
iPTF13beo was observed every night during the rise to
the first peak, ending with two nights of approximately
equal brightness. There was then a gap in observing
during the fall from the first peak (Gorbikov et al. 2014).
We take the peak date to be between the two points at
peak with error bars including both points.
iPTF14aki was observed twice during its rise to peak
and then every day or two during its initial decline.
Again, since various polynomial fits to the light curve are
consistent with the brightest detection being the peak,
we adopt that assumption here.
The first detection (in the g-band) of SN 2014bk by
the Kiso Supernova Survey (KISS) was announced in
CBET 3894 (Morokuma et al. 2014). Starting 7.5 days
later, Pastorello et al. (2016) report four additional
epochs of photometry in UBV R. Based on the prox-
imity of the KISS nondetection, the peak likely occurred
during those 7.5 days, but a post-peak discovery can-
not be ruled out. We therefore include the entire period
between nondetection and second detection in the peak
date error range.
iPTF15ul was well observed around maximum light in
the g-band by iPTF. Two observations of approximately
equal brightness were obtained one day apart, so we esti-
mate the peak to have occurred half way between them,
with error bars including both observations.
SN 2015G was already declining at discovery. Our peak
estimate of five days before discovery results in a light
curve that generally matches the others in the sample
and spectra that are consistent with those of SN 2010al
at similar phase. We extend the error bars such that they
include the first observation.
iPTF15akq was observed on the rise and decline, but
not for a period of five days around peak. We take the
peak date to be in the middle of those five days and
include both adjacent observations in our error range.
B.2. Estimating the Explosion Epoch
The explosion epochs for SN 2010al, SN 2011hw,
LSQ12btw, OGLE12-006, iPTF13beo, LSQ13ccw, and
SN 2014av were estimated in their respective references,
and we adopt those estimates here. For LSQ12btw, we
consider the magnitude jump from nondetection to de-
tection implausible if the explosion did not occur toward
the beginning of the error range, so we decrease the upper
error bar to match the lower error bar (one day). How-
ever, since SN 2011hw and LSQ12btw were not observed
before peak, we do not use these estimates to calculate
the rise times.
PTF11rfh only has two pre-maximum points—not
enough to which to fit a polynomial—so we can only
constrain the explosion epoch to fall between the last
nondetection and the first detection. However, because
in this case the first detection is not at peak brightness,
we do use this estimate to calculate the rise time.
To estimate the explosion epochs of PS1-12sk,
SN 2015U, and iPTF15ul, we fit parabolas to the pre-
maximum light curves and find where the fits cross zero.
Sanders et al. (2013) alternatively consider the first de-
tection and the last nondetection (in the y-band) as the
explosion epoch of PS1-12sk, which are 12 days apart.
We include most of this range in our error bars. The
root of the fit for SN 2015U is only 0.4 days before the
first detection, so we adopt this as the uncertainty. Like-
wise, the root of the fit for iPTF15ul is only 0.7 days
before the first detection, so we adopt this as the error.
PTF12ldy was observed three times on the rise: twice
in R and once in g. We convert the g-band point to R
using g − R = −0.16 mag, which was derived from the
light curve of iPTF14aki during the first week after peak.
We then fit a parabola to these three points and find that
the root is MJD = 56236.1 ± 1.0, where again the error
bar spans the range between the last nondetection and
the first detection.
Fitting parabolas to the rising points of iPTF14aki
and iPTF15akq give explosion dates that slightly pre-
cede their last nondetections. We therefore use those
nondetections as estimates of the explosion epochs and
adopt errors that are the difference between these and
the roots of the fits.
Since we cannot say whether the first detection of
SN 2014bk was before or after peak, we do not attempt
to estimate the explosion epoch. The upper limit on the
22 Hosseinzadeh et al.
rise time is based on the second detection.
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